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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO8807960A1] Hand-held labeller (10) with a casing (11) and an operating lever (14), which can swing about a first axis (13) and which,
from a rest position, pivots towards a handle (12) integral with the casing. A transport device (34-36) for a strip of labels (31) comes into action when
the operating lever (14) is thus pivoted, said strip being drawn by a supply roll (32) and passed over a deflection edge (33) to the transport means
(34 to 36), a strip brake being disposed between said supply roll (32) and said deflection edge (33) to arrest and release the strip of labels (31) in
the longitudinal direction. The strip brake is provided with a braking lever (27), swinging about a second axis against the force of a first return spring
(45). When the operating lever (14) is in the off position, said return spring (45) presses the strip of labels (31) against a guide plate (30) with the
end (29) of one arm of the braking lever (27), the other arm of said lever co-operating with the operating lever (14) in such a way that, when the
latter is operated, the strip brake formed by the other arm (29) is raised. An element (55) is disposed on a lever (22) actuated by the operating lever
(14), which, additionally to the return spring (45), locks the braking lever (27) in the inoperative position when the operating lever (14) is in the off
position.
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